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Abstract 
The stereotypes on librarians in Romania generally imply the following features: women, glass-wearers, suspicious, mostly 
grumpy, etc. These labels are still strong because many libraries, particularly school libraries, are not digitised and, therefore, 
supply traditional services. To this, we should add the reservations about the library space which most potential users avoid 
because of its communist image: a boring, cold, dusty space with old books. Positive attributes are equally used, in contradiction 
with negative ones: librarians are communicative, kind, good readers, supportive in finding information – all of which show that 
the interactions between librarians, the public and the way information is conveyed in documentary services have diversified 
thanks to the development of new communication and information technologies thus allowing the re-invention of library identity 
through information culture, management policies, spaces, access to collections and services. To analyse the measure in which 
traditional stereotypes about libraries still act or have changed in the mind of the Romanian public and librarians on  library trade, 
we used as research methods the group-focus, the interview, thus attempting to extract from the data we collected 
representational models by overlapping common points in the respondents views. We also found stereotypes on blogs, in 
anecdotes, and fiction. 
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1. Introduction 
Librarians are considered “cultural heroes” that are discrete, sometimes ignored, but indispensable in the life of a 
community when it is about education or the preservation, organisation, or reuse of information as cultural memory: 
this is why we attempt at reconstructing their stereotypical portraits. Stereotypes about libraries and librarians are 
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used all over the world, so they are in Romania; they resist change despite the fact that the interaction between 
librarian and public, as well as the conveyance of the information within documentary services have diversified 
thanks to the development of new communication and information technologies: on-line reference services, e-mail, 
web page information – thus re-inventing the identity of librarians from the perspective of information culture, of 
management policies, of space, of access to collections and services. Our study aims at finding out if Romanian 
mentality regarding libraries has started to change or not. We find the ways librarians from all over the world have 
chosen to change the image of the traditional library interesting and ingenious.  
In Romania, the stereotypes generally conveyed and popularised about the trade of librarian are woman, glass-
wearer, suspicious, mostly grumpy, etc. These labels are still strong also because many libraries, particularly school 
libraries, are not digitised and, therefore, supply traditional services. To this, we should add the reservations about 
the library space which most potential users avoid because of its communist image: a boring, cold, dusty space with 
old books. Prejudiced ideas about the trade are detrimental and keep the public far from libraries as sources of 
information and documenting and from choosing the trade of librarian as a future job and/or career. 
2. Methodology 
The research methods we have used to investigate this topic – identifying stereotypes related to Romanian school 
and academic libraries and librarians were focus-group and direct interview. We have used these qualitative methods 
on both library users and librarians. It would be also relevant to know what librarians think about how other people 
see them and if there are any professional self-stereotypes – which is the topic of another study. 
We organized five focus-groups: three on library users and two on librarians. The five meetings took place in 
three different cities of Romania (Timişoara, Buziaş, and Reşiţa) and the participants were very composite from the 
point of view of age, environment (urban/rural), and information concerns. The results presented in this paper follow 
the analysis of the data from the three focus-groups whose target groups were school library users: the participants 
of the focus-groups 1 and 2 were MA students in Communication of the West University of Timisoara (18 and 9 
people, respectively); focus-group 3 consisted of terminal high-school students from the Grammar High-school of 
Buzias (15 people). We completed the information thus obtained with stereotypical ideas selected from discussions 
and posts on blogs, from anecdotes, and from fiction. 
To investigate the opinions of the library users, we used a discussion guide and we asked for free 
characterizations of both libraries and librarians. The guide contained the following questions: 
a) What do you have in mind when you say library / librarian? 
b) Why do you choose / avoid going to the library? 
c) Are most librarians you know men / women? 
d) Do you think female librarians are more competent than male librarians? 
e) What is the average age of the librarians you know: 20-35, 35-45, 45-65? 
f) Name at least 3 positive and at least 3 negative attributes of a librarian. 
3. Stereotype: definition and history 
Stereotypes are knowledge structures that associate members of different social categories with certain attributes 
that make up the content of the stereotype. Stereotypes are widely spread socially, i.e. people belonging to a society 
understand the content of a stereotype in the same way. “Between reality and arbitrary, people often choose the 
category that best meets despise” (BOURHIS, LEYENS, 1997: 5). Cultural stereotypes differ from personal 
stereotypes which reflect personal convictions. 
Romanian stereotip comes from French stéréotype < cf. Greek stereos ‘solid’, typos ‘character’ (cf. Dexonline: 
accessible at www.dexonline.ro). The term was first used in printing, in 1789, meaning ‘a relief printing plate cast in 
a mould made from composed type or an original plate’; stereotyping meant ‘mass reproduction of a fixed model’ 
(SAMSON, 2011: 12). As in the case of other technical terms – graphics, photography (e.g., cliché), and printing – 
the term stereotype got to be overtaken and attributed other meanings attested by usage. Thus, starting from the idea 
of ‘immobility’, of ‘matrix’, the term stereotype got to be well known in the field of socio-psychological sciences 
where it was introduced by in 1922 by the American publicist and researcher Walter Lippman in his book Public 
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Opinion, pointing to the rigidity of the human views of social groups, in particular. Lippman used the term 
stereotype to name “the images in the human mind that mediate the relationship between the humans and the 
environment”, ready-made representations of pre-existing cultural schemes each individual uses to filter the 
environment (HERSCHEBERG-PIERROT, 1997, apud SAMSON, 2011: 13). From the point of view of social 
psychologist, stereotypes are defined as “cognitive structures stored in humans’ memory that affect both perception 
and behaviour at group level” (CERNAT, 2005: 26). 
4. Positive and negative stereotypes related to librarians and libraries 
Stereotypical judgements can be positive and negative, more or less real, and vary at different times or in the 
context of certain events (BOURHIS, LEYENS, 1997: 5). 
A librarian’s profile worldwide†:  
- It is rather a she, between two ages; 
- Wears glasses and is dressed formally and old-fashioned; 
- Is shy, not friendly (Librarian Stereotypes. Librarian Portrayals. iAccesible at: 
http://whatisalibrarian.blogspot.ro/2012/10/librarian-portrayals-introduction.html.);  
- Is privileged because he/she has plenty of time to read; 
- Does “nothing” when there are no readers. 
Though social psychology characterises stereotypes as fixed and rigid, stereotypes associated to librarians are 
easily blown off when the users come to a library and interact directly with professional librarians, characterising 
them as sociable, innovative, adaptable to current information requirements in a “society of knowledge” based on 
knowledge technologies: “Show librarians that are adaptable, cutting edge, helpful, hip, innovative, professional, 
and tech-savvy” (Annis Lee ADAMS, Jenny EMANUEL et al. Rebranding the Librarian Profession. HLAA Annual 
Conference, November 10, 2007). 
 
Source: http://librariotypes.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/librariotypes-presents-how-people-view-my-profession-memes/ 
5. Stereotypical attributes for Romanian libraries and librarians 
The Romanian info-documentary system is made up of the following types of libraries: academic, school, school 
documenting and information centres – for the educational system, and county, municipal, and communal libraries – 
for the local communities, and specialised libraries. In addition, Romania’s National Library is the coordinator of 
 
 
† There is a generous and suggestive gallery of images portraying librarian stereotypes all over the world at: Images for librarian stereotype: 
https://www.google.ro/search?q=librarian+stereotype+pictures&es_sm 
=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=RGAU6GCEeb07Aa7toGgDQ&ved=0CCUQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=644. 
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the legal book depot, controls national bibliography, and attributes ISBN and ISSN numbers to the different 
editors/publishers. 
We focused mainly on the libraries of the educational system in an attempt to analyse the stereotypes used by the 
users about Romanian school and academic libraries. The analysis of the data we collected shows that these 
stereotypes correspond, in general, to the international stereotypes; however, we found a few features of Romanian 
libraries and realities.  
Stereotypes about Romanian traditional libraries and librarians are very resistant to change and own a genuine 
emotional load even though the interaction between librarian and the public and the conveyance of information 
within documenting services have diversified through the development of new communication and information 
technologies – on-line reference services, e-mail, web page information – all of which helped reinventing the 
identity of libraries from the perspective of information culture, management policies, spaces, and access to 
collections and services. 
6. Results of the discussions within user focus-groups 
Multiple attributes and particularly the consequent repetition of some of them lead to a clearer shaping of the 
profession and of the institution of the library. Table 1 below presents only the attributes mentioned repeatedly by 
the participants to the discussion except for the very subjective and the very sporadic ones. 
 
Focus-groups 1, 2. Participants: MA students 
(about academic libraries) 
Focus-group 3. Participants: students, teachers 
(about school libraries) 
Positive  Negative  Positive  Negative  
information  boredom  useful information   
knowledge  monotony  knowledge   
   silence   silence 
printed book  not enough copies  culture old printed book 
free access to information  few individual study 
rooms  
  
Internet available  few individual work 
cabinets 
  
organized area  suspicion   
meeting place  a place for the swots, 
nerds  
  
relaxation  dust intimacy lost time 
Table 1. Multiple attributes associated with libraries by focus-group participants 
We need to mention that, in Tables 1 and 2, the attributes set in the positive or negative column were ranged as 
considered by the groups of users of academic and school libraries: this is why there are situations apparently 
paradoxical in which the same attribute can be found in the positive category according to the students and in the 
negative one according to the high school students. For instance, silence specific to libraries is a positive feature for 
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the students and a negative feature for the high school pupils which could be explained from the perspective of the 
age: students appreciate the conditions necessary for intellectual work, while teenagers prefer socialising and noise 
even in a library. The same for printed book: students are content to find and read printed books in a library since 
they are accustomed to the diversity of the informational supports, while high school pupils consider printed books 
obsolete in the school library and wish they had more electronic resources. In the case of the students, the fact that 
the staffs of libraries is mainly female is negative, while high school pupils consider it positive, maybe because of 
their attachment to female figures (mothers): “We are raised by women and then we tend to generalise our 
attachment for maternal figures, to women, in general” (CERNAT, 2005: 104). 
 
Focus-groups 1, 2. Participants: MA students 
(about academic libraries) 
Focus-group 3. Participants: students, teachers 
(about school libraries) 
Positive  Negative  Positive  Negative  
professionals  book worms  calm  book worms  
talkative  woman  woman  uninterested  
assist in finding 
information  
aged  sociable  unavailable 
(sometimes)  
nice  irritated  grumpy 
    
read a lot  ironical reading lover  
are passionate about 
culture  
mystical, enigmatic   bored 
 glass-bearers    
Table 2. Multiple attributes associated with libraries by focus-group participants 
Knowing the real attributes of the professional group of librarians help removing preconceived ideas: this is why 
direct interaction and observation of groups of users and librarians (respondents) are important. When extracting 
stereotypical attributes on social groups we need to take into account both generalised appreciations and the image 
of the individuals on the studied topic. Individual representation makes up a portrait by overlapping these attributes 
on the perception of librarians by the public. Direct approaches “bring up a note of realism, admitting that the 
process of categorising can be carried out by comparing new examples with examples already stored in one’s 
memory” (CERNAT, 2005: 32). 
7. Identifying the stereotypical portrait of the librarian in fiction 
Methods specific to fiction identified the librarian as “literary character” and the library as his environment. The 
stereotypes we have identified above through the methods of sociological research can be found in fiction as well, 
but with a surplus of artistry. We suggest the following books from contemporary world literature: 
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x Umberto ECO, with his already famous The Name of the Rose; 
x Alberto MANGUEL, The Library of the Night and History of Reading; 
x Vicki MYRON DEWEY, The Kitten of the Library of a Small Town Conquers the World; 
x Mikkel BIRKEGAARD, The Library of the Shadows; 
x Jacques BONNET, Des Bibliothèques pleines de fantômes [On libraries Full of Phantoms], Paris, Denoël, 2008.; 
x Marc BARATIN, Christian JACOB (eds.), The Power of Libraries;  
x Carlo FRABETTI, The Hell-Book;  
x Jorge Luis BORGES, Aleph and The Sand Book; 
x Rui ZINK, The Reader in the Cave; 
x Emmanuel DELHOMME, Un librair en collere [A Librarian in Anger], Paris, L’Editeur, 2011. 
x In Romanian fiction, we emphasise the following books:  
x Mihail VAKULOVSKI (2012). Bibliodioteca (Istorie) [Biblidiotheque (History)]. București: Casa de pariuri 
literare ;  
x George ARION (2014). Insula cărților [Book Island]. București : Crime Scene Press; 
x PAN IZVERNA (1990). Bătrânul anticar [The Old Second Hand Book Seller]. Bucureşti: Cartea Românească. 
In fiction, when it is about the space of libraries, writers are almost all fascinated by mysteries, by the secrets of 
the history, by the culture hidden here, and unveiled only for the initiated. Moreover, the “inert” traditional library is 
in many cases the scene of intertwined detective stories. The librarian characters have in common the fact that they 
are males with good attributes: refined, charming, intelligent, visionary intellectuals that are true heroes with higher 
abilities of interpreting the reality by deciphering the secrets of the old books hidden in libraries. Specialists estimate 
that “the spreading and intensity [of stereotypes] knows important historical fluctuations” (CERNAT, 2005: 125): 
this explains why the model of a male librarian is so strong in fiction reflecting yet another professional reality 
deeply rooted in the past – the myth of the male librarian. 
We have come across the attributes mystical, enigmatic in the book The Old Second Hand Book Seller by 
Romanian author Pan Izverna (1990). In the book, the old second hand book seller – a pair of librarians – is 
described wearing a beard and white hair, glasses and clothes from old times, and he looks like a magus, a preserver 
of the secrets in the books. These features are also found in world literature. Haphazardly or not, successful books 
about or whose action has a library as a background, include in their titles and content references to a ‘sanctuary-
library” evoking an inhibiting sub-conscious fear of those who wish to get closer to the “memory of humankind” 
such as a library, to the books and overwhelming knowledge within this space. When we have to deal with 
descriptions of libraries and/or librarians, Romanian literature reflects the bitterness of a routine space, of 
professional blockage, of material lack (Biblidiotheque and The Island of the Books) where authentic intellectuals 
cannot find themselves and librarians are superficial, blasé, even hostile to the public. There are both negative and 
positive attributes in the responses of the participants to the focus-groups that meet the attributes described in 
fictions. 
As for the anecdotes, more than other sources, professional stereotypical attributes related to librarians are 
pejorative: organised, obsessed with returning the books and with the book fund’s integrity, while the library is a 
place where silence is mandatory. Librarians are portrayed with the help of stereotypes and seen as a reference 
model. 
 
A blond young woman enters a library and says loudly at 
the reception desk: 
- Hi, I would like a hamburger and a coca-cola... 
- Muss, says the librarian, this is a library... 
Then the blonde-haired person whispers: 
- Sorry, could I also get some fries?  
Five surgeons, ex-mates in college, meet at a symposium some 
years after graduation. In the evening, they go out for a beer and 
start talking about surgery. 
The first one says, “I love accountants: when you open one up, 
everything inside is counted and calculated”.  
The second one says, “I prefer electricians – when you open one 
up, everything is color-coded...there is no way you mix up 
things”.  
The third one says, “I like librarians – inside them everything is 
put in alphabetical order...it’s easy to work”. 
A person goes to a library and asks for a book on suicide.  
The librarian refuses saying: 
- No way, you won’t bring it back! 
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8. Conclusions 
The formation of stereotypes is strongly dependent on social factors: this is why libraries – even Romanian ones 
– are looking for solutions meant to re-brand institutionally and professionally. Libraries change in architecture, 
functionality, equipment with new communication technologies, and concepts related to receiving and guiding the 
readers. The spaces become more welcoming and lightened. An anecdote on the topic of libraries says that a 
traditional librarian would sacrifice a reader for a book, while a last generation librarian would sacrifice a book for a 
reader – which shows that the focus changes on the users without, of course, neglecting the integrity of a collection 
and the rigours of a library management. The new library still has the cult for the undoubted value of the word, for 
information (assimilated by the metamorphoses and the avatars of contemporary reading), but it is moving with the 
users being, at the same time, a space for intercultural dialogue where there is an answer for each question. 
Though stereotypes are difficult to dismember through cultural education, through good promotion, they can be 
changes with the help of the different mass media. Another way of changing the preconceived ideas would be 
through information culture taught as a subject in universities and high schools. Libraries of all kinds strive to 
diversify their services and to update them depending on the demands of the public, and also to modernise their 
spaces; the greatest issue here is the lack of funds, of trained staff and motivation in the staff, the need for special 
management equipment and programmes, the updating of the collections, the difficulty of persuading the 
accountants of the institutions coordinating libraries that we need to update libraries depending on the level of the 
“knowledge society” we live in – which could contribute to the improvement of the Romanian info-documentary 
institutions and, hence, to the quality of the educational process itself. 
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